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Central considered a 'safe' campus
By EILEEN MILLBAUER
Staff Writer

According to the Oct. 6, 1988
issue of USA Today. . Central had
the least amount of violent crimes
per student out of all the schools in
Washington state.
Central had less students per
violent crime than Eastern and
Western Washington Universities.
However, Central did have more
crimes per student than EWU in
1987 - 19.6 students per crime
comparedtoEWU's25.7. Central's
figures were better than WWU
which had 8.5 students per crime.
What do all these statistics
mean? According to Al Teeples,
·chief of CWU police, they mean
that compared to other Washington
state schools and compared to the
country, Central' s crime rate is
average.
Teeples gives credit for the low
crime rates to the crime prevention
programs sponsored by campus
police.
"We did 60 programs in the
resident halls last year," Teeples
said. These included topics such as
personal protection, marking personal property, bicycle registration
and rape.
When Teeples read the statistics
printed in USA Today, he commented that he felt pretty good about
Central's statistics.

··we have a good police department and a good student body. But
we'll never have a good enough
police department to top crime,"
Teeples said.
"Two percent of the six to 8,000
people on this campus (including
faculty and staff) create the problems which result in 98 percent of
ourwork," Teeples explained. "The
other 98 percent of the people are
law abiding citizens."
According to USA Today, the
numbers they have listed are the
mostcomprehensiveavailable. But
the problems with statistics, according to Teeples, is that they don't
indicate what they mean by "crime"
or "violent crime."
Teeples also pointed out that
although Central' s crime rate per
student was worse than Eastern 's,
Central includes all crimes reported
during the year no matter how minor.
"We report missing inventory
from campus, lost or stolen property, resident hall damage, like a
broken window. These statistics
don't say whether Eastern or Westem report similar crimes," Teeples
explained.
An example Teeples gave was if
. rea St udent call s campus po1ice
porting that his wallet was either
lost or stolen, campus police fills
out a report and it is counted as a
crime. The problem is if the student
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finds his wallet will he call it in? If
not, Central' s crime rate is increased.
"I question is whether or not all
other schools listed (in USA
Today'sstatistics)areasconcemed
with reporting as we are," Teeples
said. Another variable in USA
Today's statistics that Teeples
mentioned is that schools such as

Eastern, where campus is patrolled
by students and not police, not all:
crimes may be reported, thus making Eastem's crime rate smaller.
A recent visitor to Eastern' s
campus who patrolled with one such
student noticed that these students
are faced with the the problem of
peer pressure from friends. Will
they tum a friend in for committing

a crime?
Teeples said he feels that in order
to keep Central' s crime rate down,
the students need to help in crime
prevention.
"They need to lock their doors
when they're home or not home.
They need to avoid walking alone at
night, and to always walk in well lit
areas," Teeples said.

Central students wHI see rise in minimum wage
ByMARKSARGENT

~obsmthespnngtomakeup~orthe

Staff Write~

mcreased wages, but are hopmg to
offset the loss through financial aid
and work study increases.
Other university departments will
have to deal with the losses in their
own ways to account for the increased wages.
Central officials have not yet
voted to raise the university's minimum wage to $3.85, but Don Guy,
vice president for student affairs,
said a decision should be made
within the next two weeks.
If the president's executive

ningJan. l, 1989,andto$4.25in
1990.
.
A group of administrators
Revised Code of Washington
agreed Tuesday to recommend that (RCW) Section 49 .46.025 oflnitiaCentral raise the minimum wage pf tive Measure 518 states it "shall not
employees despite a loophole in the apply to any student enrolled in an
new state minimum wage law that institution of higher education who
allows universities not to comply. is employed by such an institution."
In a meeting of department offiThis section did not appear on
cials from dining services, auxil- the Nov~ 8 ballot, but was carried
iary services, the conference cen- over from the last minimum wage
ter, library and bookstore, the deci- increase as a separate RCW.
sion was made to advise the
"My personal feeling is that even
president's executive committee if the exemption exists, we should
that Central should raise the mini- probably raise it anyway," McTee
mum wage despite the exemption. said.
"I see several reasons why the
The exemption was recently
discovered by the State Board for university should raise it. First, there
CommunityCollegeEducation, that would be a possibility that you could
stated Washington universities are have a student and a community
not required to raise their minimum resident standing side by side doing
the same job for different pay."
wage levels.
"Second, our best workers
University officials were notified of the exemption last Thursday would probably go into town and
and many of the departments were work," he added.
Tom Ogg, manager of dining
surprised at the announcement.
"We were operating under the services, is planning on losing
impression that it applied to us and $59 ,000 in the upcoming year due
we' re in the process of doing some to the wage ,increase, and $140,000
things to implement it (raising the in 1990 when the wage increases
minimum wage)," Pat McTee, di- again to $4.25.
The bookstore is estimating a
rector of financial aid, said.
The exemption was part of Ini- $3,000 loss for the year and the
tiative Measure 518 that was ap- library will have to pay an extra
proved by Washington voters on $1,000 each month to cover the
Nov. 8 to raise the state's minimum added wages.
The library may be forced to cut
wage from $2.30 to $3.85 begin-

c~m:11ittee decides to raise the
m1mmum wage, work study students would work less hours, but
receive the same amount of money.
However, the affected departments
would lose valuable work time by
those students.
The president's executive committee will decide in 1989 if they
will raise the wage again on Jan. 1,
1990 to the proposed $4.25.
Since the exemption was not
amended out of the Revised Code
of Washington (RCW) in the initiative,itwilltakelegislativeactionto

changeit.
McTee spoke with officials from
Washington State University and
said they may not raise wages with
the rest of the state, while officials
at Eastern Washington University
are preparing for the increase~
The decision to raise the minimum wage at each university is up
to the individual institution. Until
legislative action is taken to change
the law, each university will comply with the minimum wage law as
they see fit.

Asian enrollment to increase in spring
University News
CWU will nearly double its international student population in
April 1989, when a new cooperative program with Asia University
begins.
Between 125 and 140 sophomores from the private university in
Tokyo will enroll at Central for
spring and summer quarters 1989,
under the six-month agreement
CWU President Donald Garrity
announced Monday.
Nextyear,halfoftheuniversity's
sophomore class (550 students) will
study in the Pacific Northwest during spring and summer quarters,
hosted by four institutions - Central, Eastern and Western Washington Universities and Oregon State
University.

All of the Asia University students who will study at Central are
economics majors. they will take
specially-designed CWU classes in
English language skills, American
history, environmental studies and
physical education. The credits they
earn will apply only to the program
at Asia University, Romboy reported.
The Asia University students
will be housed in CWU residence
halls and U.S. students will have the
opportunity to have visiting students as roommates.
"This feature of the program is
perhaps one of the best opportunities our students will have, at the
individual level, to expand and
deepen their understandings of self,
culture and world view," Dr. Dale
Otto, director of the CWU-Asia

program, said.
"We are excited about the substantive boost this project will give
to Central' s international programs," Otto said. "Faculty, staff
and students - as well as members
of the local community-will have
the opportunity to grow in personal
and intercultural understanding as
we meet more people who have language, life views and cultural bases
different from our own."
Otto also predicts that the new
students will have a positive economic impact on the Kittitas Valley.
While the current contract provides only for Asia University students to study at Central, Otto said,
"Our intent is to increase opportunities for our students to study
abroad, as well."
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Gi,,.e your time

Suggestions for a GREAT SAFE
HOLIDAY BREAK

By SUSAN MONAHAN

The Drug Prevention Program along with BACCHUS would. like to wish everyone a
GREAT SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK and here are some suggestions for doing so.
Approximately 25,000 people are killed each year in alcohol-related auto crashes in the
United States. That means one person loses his or her life in an alcohol-related fatal crash every
20 minutes! Moreover, the alcohol-related fatal crash rate of young drivers between the ages
of 16 and 24 is three times greater than that of older drivers.
During ·the holiday season, the rate of both drinking and driving often increases for
students, many of whom are going home to relax, unwind and get away from the pressures of
school. You can make this a GREAT SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK by observing the simple,
common sense suggestions outlined ·below.
.
·
Suggestions for staying alive and having a GREAT SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK:
• Don't Drink and Drive. Remember, the leading cause of death for young people is alcoholrelated auto ·crashes.
·
• Don't ride with an alcohol or drug impaired driver. Over 20 percent of the fatally injured
victims in alcohol-related crashes are passengers in the drinking driver's vehicle.
• Always buckle up your safety belt. On weekends between 7 p.m. and 3 a.m., in some parts
of the country' 10 percent of all drivers.are legally impaired or drunk. your safety belt is your
best defense against the alcohol or drug impaired driver. Buckle up! .

Editor

Christmas is a time of giving and as far as value goes, time is most often the most
valuable gift.
.
Iri 1970 members of the Blue Mountain Community College student council decided
they wanted tO do something to feel more a part of Christmas.
They decided to give up Christmas eve with their family to spend it with people who
might otherwise be alone.
,
·
They gathered names from the local social service office and hand wrote invitations.
They served 250 people the first year and now serve approximately 600 people each
year.
.
, .
·
This has become a tradition at BMCC.
,
Students who organized the first Christmas eve dinner still return tO'help serve~
All have gained special memories from helping families less fortunate. ·
·
some students poticed a family feeding their young baby gravy.
They were concerned about the diet of the baby and asked the family. They learned
the family had nothing else to feed the child.
·
Students took leftover money from donations for food and purchased formula (or the
baby and taught the young mother how to prepare it.
·
One year there was a student who was reluctant to particpate in the evening. That
night he drove one of the vans to pick up people at their homes.
One family he picked up had a cripplyd child which had to be carried in. When the
student entered the student union he had tears running down his face and said to those
around "It is just like tiny Tim''.
· ·
,
This is what Christmas is all about, giving up your own time to help someone else.
Maybe students at Central could consider doing something simila: for the citizens of
Ellensburg.

Vandalism destroys memori31
Unfortunately,' in this world, there are always going to be people we have to ~eal with
who have absolutely zero co~mon . s~nse and even less respect for what has meanmg for
others.
· .
h.
d
Such are the ignorant clods who decided it would be fun to drive their ve ic1e aroun
the lawn at Hyper building.
. .
What these sorry excuses for human bein~s did was to ~estroy a tree which Vfas
placed in memory of Rick Collodi, a friend to many, who died last year. .
.
.
If those idiots who thought their little joyride was a lot of furr are reading this, I ·
wonder how you would feel if someone drove over the graves of your loved ones, or
better yet, over your own grave.
. .
. .
I feel extremely sorry for these people because wit~ this ~mgle act of st1;1p1d1ty, they
have proven to the entire university and to the ~ommumty which surrounds 1t that they are
not fit to be part of either one.

Letters.to the Editor
To the Editor:
We are writing in response to Mike Bush's article
"Hey buddy, wanna· buy a really nice watch?" in the
December 1 Observer.
We found his article very offensive and uncalled for.
He is a sports editor and columnist. As so, we feel he
needs to report on the sports not editorialize them. Mike,
if you want to poke fun at professional athletes why not
do so in a new column; let's say Sports Slam (Sports
Editorial). Leave the sports column for sports.
You say Steve Largent is a, "huddled mass in the
comer." But, we would like to see you break his records.
If you listen ·to the commercial, he (Steve Largent) says
he~ a huddled mass in the comer." (Meaning he is not
now). Know the facts before you go to print. Rule
number one in journalism!
Signed,

Susie Miller
Tracy Muntz
To the Editor:
I would like to thank Erik Solberg for setting me
straight. I mean all this time I had some crazy notion that
the reasons I had for not enjoying his "column" were his

poor grammar, his almost criminal lack of creativity,
and his two-dimensional wit I had absolutely no idea
that I was suffering from being a serious stick-in-themud. With a column so consistently bereft of ideas, one
would deduce the problem to be with the columnist, but
let us all count our blessings that Erik was here to reveal
the true problem - our inability to find substance in his
inept ramblings.
With dangling participles and dangling thoughts, Mr.
Solberg meanders hopelessly from one pointless article
to the next, in search of the fun that his articles promise
to provide, but never do. Frankly, waiting for Erik to
.invent new ways for people to have fun is like waiting
for Oliver North to give a straight answer.
I actually agree with what Erik is attempting to do, to
provide ideas for enjoying ·the good times to be had
while in school. Yes, indeed this is a worthwhile endeavor, to devote a column to such a task. I only hope
that in the future The Observer will appoint someone
that is qualified to do die job that has prove~ to be too
"serious" of a task for Erik.

Greg .Goessman
tlJl/l.LJ '
)f,¥J llEASE

.LEAYE HE
Ai.ONE/?

Signed,

THE GREAT SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK PLEDGE CARD
I
a
student
at
--------------------her~bysign thfSpledge for aGREAT SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK. During this Holiday Season, I will not drink and drive; I will not ride in an
automobile with an alcohol or drug impaired driver; and I will always buckle up my safety belt.
Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Give your friends the gift of a GREAT SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK and have them sign
this pledge card'.
·
·

THE OBSERVER
The Observer, the official student newspaper of Central Washington University, is a
laboratory newspaper in conjunction with the CW.U Communication~ Dep~ment. All ~nsigned
editorials are the view of the majority of The ·Observer editorial board.
.
.
Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Friday the week prior to the publication date. Any letters
not signed with a phone number for verification will not be printed. Deliver letters to: Editor, The
Obser.ver, CWlJ, Bouillon Hall, Room 225, Ellensburg, WA 98926 .
. Letters must be .double-spaced, typewritten and.limited to 200 words.in length. Any fetters.
longer· than 200 words will be edited for brevity. The Observer is published each Thursday
during the school year, excluding holidays and final exam weeks.
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Drug arrests up with 'war on drugs'
By EILEEN MILLBAUER
Staff Writer

More than one-third of all kids
in America use illegal drugs, according to the Reasons for Fear, a
pamphlet published by American
Youth Publishers, Inc.
The pamphlet also stated that
one out of every 18 high school
seniors use marijuana every day.
With statistics such as these, is
there really a war on drugs?
According to Larry Loveless,
Ellensburg police chief, they have
always had to combat drugs. The
"War on Drugs" campaign started
by Nancy Reagan didn't necessarily start the fight against drug abuse.
In 1983 the Ellensburg police
department made 10 arrests for violation of the uniform controlled

substance act. That number increased to 44 in 1987.
"I will be pleasantly surprised if
we double (the number of drug-related arrests) this year," Loveless
said . "If we don't, we'll come
close."
Loveless explained that a major
factor contributing to the increase
in arrests were the recent changes
made in traffic laws by the state.
"If you fail to get your license
renewed or fail to pay a traffic ticket
it is entered into the computer in
Olympia as a failure to comply
(FTC)," Loveless explained.
"Two FTC' s in five years and
the offender goes straight to jail.
"We have found that when we
stop people andrunadriver'sch :ck
the people who come up with FTC' s
are the same people we find with
drugs on them or drug paraphema-

lia," he also said.
A second contributing factor to
the increase in drug-related arrests
in Ellensburg is the crackdown on
drugs in Yakima.
"The effort the Yakima police
department is putting into the drug
scene in Yakima is having a dramatic affect here in Ellensburg, "
Loveless said.
"The drug scene may be decreasing in the Yakima community
but it is relocating in Ellensburg.
"In the past year we have made
a number of arrests for burglary and
larceny involving people from
Yakima," he explained.
"In one incident, an Ellensburg
police officer pulled over a vehicle
after watching a suspicious person
run from behind a building into the
truck," Loveless said. "In the investigation it came out that the

people in the truck stole merchandise to bring back to Yakima to sell
for drugs."
According to Loveless, CWU
students are not the bulk of the
problem.
"We have more trouble with the
local residents, " he said.
This doesn't mean CWU is without a drug abuse problem. In 1987
there were 17 violations of the uniform controlled substance act at
CWU. According to Al Teeples,
campus police chief, there have been
11 drug-related arrests so far this
year.
"My concern is this campus and
I see more and more drugs being
used," Teeples said. "The majority
of the young people I know have
experimented with drugs.
"I hear a lot about peer pressure.
I guess it's very real."

Although it is very expensive,
cocaine is the fastest growing abused
drug today, according to Reasons

for Fear.
The pamphlet also mentions that
kids use alcohol and marijuana as a
stepping stone to the harder, more
dangerous drugs such as cocaine
and LSD.
Teeples feels that to control the
drug abuse problem we have to look
to the students.
"We have to get to the point
where students themselves control
it. (We have to get to the point)
where students are saying drugs are
not okay at Central," Teeples said.
Teeples and Loveless both agree
that the drug abuse problem in
America is sickening.
"The kids using (drugs) today
are our next generation. It's kind of
scary," Teeples said.

Electrical fire causes damage
to Nicholson Pavilion addition
By JILL BOCOL
Staff Writer

Corrosion of steel support straps in Courson Hall have forced its
cJosure for repairs. Similar straps in Muzzall Hall (inset) were also
examined for possible damage, but none was found.

'~nd The Two Shall Become One?''
A class for women on
the Christian Perspectives of
"courtship and marriage."
JAN. 5 - March 9
7 to 9 p.m.

NO CHARGE!
Babysitting provided.
AT: The Mustard Seed
113 E. 4th
Call Roxanne for info: 962-2073 or 962-3587

While most of us were at home
enjoying Thanksgiving leftovers,
there were some people handling
what could have been a dangerous
situation.
Nov. 26 a smoke detector picked
up traces of smoke. According to
John Holman,
director of the
Physical Plant,
smoke was detected in the
mechanical
room of the
new physical
education
building.
Holman
said the reason
for the fire was
the large airc i r cul at ion
motor shorted
out, causing extensive damage
to the motor
and the surrounding storage unit.
The motor is an expensive motor to replace, but since there is a
contractor's guarantee on the unit,
it will not cost the school anything

to replace it according to Holman.
One inconvenience according to
Holman is, the motor is specially
designed, and it will take about eight
weeks to replace it.
Holman said that in the meantime another type of air circulation
is being employed by the supply
fan. The purpose of an air-circulation system is to circulate the warm

air in the building so it does not get
stale.
The system is very important
for the warmth of the building and
according to reports from the occu-

pants, Holman said the supply fan is
doing an adequate job of keeping
the building comfortable .
The physical education building, which was constructed last
spring, has a brand new alarm system, which according to Holeman
was a lucky break. The system
sounded an alarm, which alerted
the fire department and saved a lot
of damage.
Ho 1 man said he
would like to
compliment the
Ellensburg Fire
Department for
their quick response.
D a 1e
Wood should
receive recognio tion, according
~ to Holman, as he
~ is the mainte': nance electri~ cian who con] structed a temo porary electrical
service and made the building functional during the Thanksgiving
break period.
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Ellensburg stores offer variety of gift ideas
By JILL BOCOL
Staff Writer

With the hassle of studying for
finals and getting ready for Christmas vacation, many may be wondering when the Christmas shopping will get done.
After finals week, there is approximately one week of shopping
left. For some this may be quite a
challenge and for others it can discourage the idea of giving altogether.
Instead of racing home, making
a mad dash for the mall, picking up
any item, and hoping the person
who receives the gift will enjoy it,
or understand your plight, here are
some ideas.
Ellensburg has a variety of stores
in the downtown area.
Transportation isn't a valid
excuse since the downtown area is
centrally located and within walking distance of campus.
If money is a problem, most of
the items mentioned may be purchased for under $15.

Ifyou are an artistic type person,
holiday grape wreaths are a great
idea. These wreaths can be whipped
up in no time at all. To accent, add
a colored bow or holiday garland.
A small pet can be a good idea
for an older person who may enjoy
the company. Goldfish are ideal
and easy to take care of. Make sure
the person has the time and the
patience for a pet before purchasing
one.
Animal grooming costs or shots
tend to be costly, if a friend or
relative has an animal that is in need
of a trim, a possible gift could be to
foot the bill.
Fresh-ground coffee in a variety
of flavors can be purchased anywhere in town, a coffee cup or even
a set of mugs could add the final
touch to this gift.
Relatives or long distance
friends will be delighted when they
receive a picture of Ellensburg,
Central' s campus or any of the surrounding areas. A picture can
familiarize others with the area
where you are living while attend-

Office Hours By Appointment

let Salon ZUCHl'S make you look and feel better during the holiday's
ONE BETTER

Mon-Fri 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Sat- 9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

Ir-----------~-~---,
Arm Yourselves With Gifts!
1
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hats, gloves, socks, and more.
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I

·
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I

962-3587

I
. ~·
II "'"- ~··~ .~~:W,:
. ~·.,
I .~ ,~f
I 9:30-5:30 Mon.-Sat.

I

I
FORT MAC II
Army Surplus I
413 N. Main I

r-----------------~

Bl·MART

MEMBERSHIP DISCOUNT STORE

GRADUATI~G

SENIORS

If you are seebin\l a man-

a\lement career with a \lrowthoriented, Northwest based retail
firm contact Bl-MART for information concernin\l our Mana\lement Trainin\l Pro\lram or send
your resume to:
Bl-MART Corporation
Trainin\l & Development
220 $. Seneca Dd.
Eu\lene, OD 97 402

Sale prices effective from Thur., Dec. 1-15 Perm includes shampoo,
cut and style-some perms not recomended for bleached or frosted hair
Professional hair care products and ear piercing services are always

available.

925-2320

Bring in your Marketing Club coupon

* All kinds of stocking stutters.
* Camouflage pants, shirts,
hats and more.
* Kid's camouflage clothing.
I * Wool pants, shirts, sweaters,

ONE BETTER- 5 MIN. CONDITIONING PERM
byRedken

SALE- $39.95

VISUAL EXAMINATIONS
CONT ACT LENSES

Ellensburg, WA 98926

LOOKING GREAT FOR THE HOLIDAY'S

Reg.-$47.00. It never fails, I'm NEVER satisfied, I have brown
hair and want blonde, anyway, I heard salon ZUCHI'S was
having a sale on the 5 MIN. PERM and I had to explore the idea.
The experts at SALON ZUCHI'S proved me wrong-I can have
the look I want!

HOURS

Doctor of Optometry

way of keeping warm while keeping school spirit!
Some people like to keep their
summer tans, even in the dead of
winter. A tanning package could be
the answer
A good way to end the day is
with a long bubble bath, followed
by a relaxing massage. Bath products and scented massage oils are
available and can be found anywhere.
A way to get your shopping done
with careful thought is to do it ahead
of time. Good Luck!

HOLIDAY SPECIAL

Phone: (5091 925-1000

WILLIAM R. MEYER, O.D., P.S.
511 N. Pine Street

ing school.
For a brother or a friend, skateA person that enjoys games may board accessories, which include
enjoy the new game of Sculptory, stickers, t-shirts, safety wear and
this game is similar to Pictionary, even videotapes are available.
but must be played with clay inBooks of all types can be found
stead of pencils and paper.
anywhere, books ranging from
Authentic wooden blocks, dolls astrology to enclyciopedias could
and wooden stamps are also avail- be an idea. A roommate may enjoy
able for a sturdy Christmas toy that a dictionary or a new thesaurus for
will withstand the wear and tear of next quarter's ".lasses.
childhood.
A magazine subscription may
Incense, potpourri, and potpourri be the answer to the person who
burners are great for people that seems to have everything.
enjoy a fresh scent added to their
CWU sweatshirts, hats, windkitchen or bathroom.
. breakers and scarves are a great

.,·

IBM wants to send you some holiday cheer with-a big break on the IBM® Personal
System/2~ Buy one now, and get 40% off with your student discount.
So stop in to see us. We'll show you how the IBM PS/2® can help you organize your
notes, write (and endlessly revise ... ) all your papers, produce high-quality graphics to
make all your work look sharper, and more.
Now that's something to celebrate.
Come see the IBM PS/2's in the SUB
from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

on December 8th and 9th

QUESTIONS?
Call 1-800-548-1409
for your PS/2 kit.
IBM . Persona l Sys tem/2 and PS/2 are regi stered trademarks of IBM Corp

]lpdate:
Coll:rse ·repetition proposal awaits approval
1. Students may repeat such courses
once.
2. -credit wili be cotin_ted only once.
(This also applies to transfer
credits).
3. When a course is repeated, only the
second grade earned will be used in
the comput. ~tion of the cummulative grade point average, but
both grades will remain on the student's official record.
4. Major grade point averages will be
computed on the same basis as
described above, when major
courses are repeated.
5. Repeated classes will not be given
the option of credit/no credit.

In the November 17 issue of the
Observer, the article ''Policies Progress
Reported'', had some misconceptions
in it. I would like to take this opportunity to clarify them.
In a recent Undergraduate Council
Meeting, on November 30, several ideas
of course reptition policies_, from different universities and colleges, were
discussed. From these ideas, the council
is planning on formulating a course
repetition policy proposal. This proposal states:
Repeating a· course
Some courses are approved for
repetition, with credit awarded each
time the course is taken and passed.
Such approval is indicated in the course
description, in the catalog. Other
courses may be repeated under the
following conditions:

tee, the proposal will then move to the
Senate Academic Affairs Committee.
For final approval or denial, the proposal will be passed on to the main
voting body of Faculty Senate.
For further information, or questions, please contact Jennell Shelton,
Representative to Faculty · S --nate at
963-1693.

Upon approval by the University
Undergraduate Council, this proposal
will be passed on to the Senate Ex. ecutive Committee. From this commit-

BOOK EXCHANGE
The book exchange will run through
Finals Week, December 12-17~ in the SUB.
Interested?
· Read_· corresponding information below:
SELLERS:·
·• ·Go . to the Information Booth in the SUB.
·•·. Fill .out a Book :Exchange Slip. ·
• Now your book will be added. to the "For Sa~e" list,
and posted next to the BOD Office (SUB 106).
•Please inform BOD personnel when your book(s) is/
are sold, 963-1693. Thank you.
BUYERS:
• Go to the "For Sale" list posted next to the BOD
Office (SUB 106).
• Locate t4e book you need on the list.
• Write down the name of the seller, the phone number,
.and ~he price of the book.
~ · ·. Call them! .
~

Calendar of Events !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
Monday, December 12
Monday, Dec. 12 - Friday, Dec. 16
Tuesday, December 13
Friday, December 16

This is a paid advertisement.

·AS

Finals Week Begins
Book Exchange, SUB Information Booth
ASCWU Board of Directors Meeting,
SUB Kachess, 3:00 p.m •.
Finals Week Ends!

Have a Good Break!

Computer
Guide

Records
Tapes
Compact
Discs
$198 s11ea

Posters

cwu

G.G

Children's
Books

.Gift
Items
Art Carved
Class Rings
December 8-9 in the SUB

9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

Reminder
Calendars ·

-• •••••••••••••••.•••••
Sales Prices Effective Through December 16th,_.1_9siliila...._ _ __
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10%. OFF All Retail
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Until December 24th

i

With Any Service, Including Consultation

I

1$2.00 OFF All Typewriter Ribbons !
~

111 E. 4th
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925-4444
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From the First and Last Chance Tauern

~

One Pitcher $2.50 .

**

Limit One per Coupon

WE WISH YOUR MERRY CHRISTMAS
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EHp1res:
1 -31-89
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4th and P_ine
.
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. 925-5121/i \. '
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Your Unique Gift Headquarters for Christmas.
$3 Off Coupon

·

Good Toward Any $15 Or More Merchandise Purchase

,,
,

~ile

Free Gift Wrapping
shopping, stop by the

"HOY~POT

SNACK BAR"

---~~~~~~~~~

y

C
tSTM.AS
From Ellensburg Schwinn
10% OFF Parts and Accessories
with this coupon.

· Show Us Your Student l.D.
And Receive ...

$10 OFF
Any Purchase of $50 or More
Expires: 12-16-88
Bankcards Welcome

.[
.

]
.

Across From Safeway

Body Tan lncorporated
w

Suntana WOLF System
Stressed Outl--Relax With Us--

!ID M 11 rm a[Jil [Jil @r:r
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$2.50 With Coupon
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Expires:
12-16-88
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10% OFF
All Gift Itetns
Free Gift Wrapping
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]
•• 925.-9334 ]
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Evening Appointments
Mon. - Thurs.
Available

cHffiDHUMTfR
dCOMPflnY

Sparkle this Holiday Season
with the Latest in Hairstyles,
Spiral Perms & Nail Art.

313 N. Pearl SL 925-6895 '1:

Merry Christmas From
Frazzini's Pizza Place

z
0

$2 JOHQ) 0 IF IF

Anw

0~

,.,

laHrgJ~ lP>~&;:&;:ai

SKI TUNE UP
(Base Grind - Edge Tune - Hot Wax)

$4.99

u

Expires June 1, 1989

Reg $20.00
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HAIRCUTS :

~

*'
*
* ·

for WOMEN

i0cCHI'S
_ _**

Includes Luxer shampoo-deep conditioned-haircutblow dry & Styled to Perfection.
~~
~v~ * ~

*~$12
50
* * * *~ * * ** *i~2~8J: * * * ** * * ** * f .
Only through

r· . . . i 1fN Nr11\iGl[

[

Expires:

Two 10-Vis~_t Pkg.... $45

Before 12-23-88
Gift.Certificates
Available
'C
JC
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JC
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egular Priced It_em
(L1m1t one coupon per item
Expires: December 31, 1988
422 N. Pine
OPEN
SUNDAY
12:00-4:00
THROUGH
.
CHRISTMAS

STORE

~

:'. DOWNTOWN PHARMACY·.

MEN'S HAIRCUTS
Super-short c:u ts, c:lipper c:u ts, long c:u ts,
flat tops, spikes, etc:.

20@!@ Off A~~ M®!ri1°~ ~m©J W©m~!11l 0 ~ ftrai@trat!11l~®~ :
,

You Ilame It, We'll Give It I

iff~

Visa & Mastercard
Welcome

]

Hoody Peanuts
16 oz.
$1.09

12-17-8s..8~~~~~~~r~~:$"J. . ~~~idJici~~\;;;I~
.
((J) JFJF

~ One 10-V~s~t Pkg....$25
Must Be Purchased

[

Shasta Pop
2 Liter Bottle
69 cents each

Choose from: Opium, Poison, Charlie, Vanderbilt, Jontue, Krystle, Obsession, Tatiana,
Mazim's, Maja, Tuxedo, Lauren, Anais Anais, Lady Stetson, Primo, Chaps, Stetson,
Halston, Drakkar, Apollo, YSL, Kanon, Saxon, Joy, Polo, and More!

Expires: 12-15-88

$8.50
~·~;
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Must have I.D,

PITCHER
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·.: Baskets.brighten Christmas
sponsor, however, will not know
who the recipient is.
. " What we eventually want to
do is have every family adopted."
said Alexander.
According to
Alexander, the Sweet
Shoppe also gathers
Christmas gifts. Last
year the Sweet
Shoppe gathered over
80 gifts and hopes to
double the amount
this year. The Sweet
Shoppe will also give
a coupon, worth 10
free cups of coffee, to
anyone who brings in
a wrapped Christmas
gift.
All donations
that the Christmas
Basket program receives are kept and
distributed with in the
community.
Anyone who
wishes to to make a

Families or businesses can
adopt a family. Last year 150 families were adopted. The sponsor buys
the food and gifts to be given to a

. By LEAH SMITH
Staff Writer

in

Christmas will come early for
many fam~lies the Ellensburg area.
On December
20, Central's ROTC
wm help distribute
Christmas Baskets
which contain donated christmas gifts
and food.
"The ( Christmas Basket) program
began in· the 1940's
or earlier," · said
Sus an Alexander,
home economics and
family studies major.
"It was started to help
people, who at that
time, werejusttrying
to survive."
Nowit willhelpanyone who may be having trouble celebrating Christmas due to
financial difficulties.
"We serve a lot
of families, single
parents with children,
Presenbcollectedfurthe''ChrbtmasBasket"
senior citizens and
single people." said

will be distributed to families on Dec. 20.

A~an~~~~ara~~cl~

families were helped by the Christmas Basket program.

donation or help with lll!,!:l!i!.:·!i._':·,.:···1·'.'lll~i.1111
the Christmas Basket
1m::jJm:rn~1mm•:<rJrnm;rn~m1NZmm:s:m:mmErrnmmmrnrn1rn1rnrn;~rn:rmr:rnw:;mum:~::::1

prog~cancall96~ IBillGWll~llillB~E~lll~~~~~~~~~ll~~l~I
8880, or stop by the E::mi!jit&f~:::¥J]tl:J':Iffzt'ftw:rn:m;rn:;rn1:mrn::mmrn1~:~n\6.:E~~&:I~rnimili~rn:~rn:::rn~'illiiiMrn:;:::: 1
former LDS church l?HEDifiltiEJiliMJtllidmfilMsMitiI];] ,,,,,,,,,,,,,:,,,:,,,,,,,,,,,:'"' "c;' !:Ll01~['!!Jlili:~ili:ssl\:j:':!{l:]i.ff1m:tifiil6@]mw10S:::I:::::1
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ceives the information from an application the family filled out. The

derson. Hours Mon-Sat, 10-4.

Band blows away quarter tonight
~~~~~~~~~~~in~~~,,111111111111~111111111111111111
ByJOELLIUM

Staff Writer

The CWU concert band and
wind ensemble will end the quarter with a fall concert scheduled to
take place tonight. The performance, free and open to the public,
will start at 8:00 in the Hertz
Auditorium.
The wind ensemble, conducted
by CWU band director, Larry
Gookin, will present an ambitious
range of music. Among the numbers the ensemble will play are a
march entitled "Little English
Girl,'' a contemporary composition, featuring many, different
sounds appropriately titled "Colors," and the ensemble's most difficult, but appealing number,
"Rocky Point Holiday." A tribute,
written in honor of John F. Kennedy, called "Eulogy for a Young
American," will be performed in
remembrance of the late president.
The concert band will have a
chance to shine in the spotlight as
well. Included in the band's five
selections are Brahms' Two Choral Preludes.
The two groups will share the
stage with Dr. Andrew Spencer
conducting the concert band.

doctorate at the Eastman School of
Music, in Rochester, N. Y. He
teaches percussion at Central.
The groups have had a very
productive quarter; many of the
members are also performers in the
Wildcat marching band.
"We've performed at · all the
home football games this fall, the
state marching band contest in
Aubum, and most recently at a

Gookin said.
"It was quite a different experience," Gookin said, referring to the
_ Seattle game. "The atmosphere on
the field close up and 60,000 people
watching you. It was a lot of fun."
any telephone or accessory
Both groups have had the time to
prepare a special performance for
the evening.
"It will be a very enjoyable evening," Gookin said.

15% OFF
Li mi

t

I cou on

HOLIDAY SPECIALS
From the Mane Attraction
thru the month of December

$3.00 off.men & women's haircuts
$10.00 off all permanent waves
$5.00 off coloring & highlighting
Open Mon.-Sat.

evenings by appointment
~i§c3ili§~

421 1/2 N. Pearl (side entrance)
.,
behind Jaguars

~

(
',.:A

~ ~ANE ATTRACTION

·
•J1.

HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN AND WOMEN

NEW I
PIANO
PHONE

*keys play melody as you dial
*redial
*mute Regular Price $47.00
with coupon
$39.95

Use the coupon to receive 15% off
the PIANO PHONE or any other telephone now
until Christmas.
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This one's on me
By ERIK
SOLBERG

son who likes Mozart, chances are
the answer to this one is no.
Columnist
2. Do you and yourroommate share
the same sleeping hours?
Well here
Coming home at two in the
it is, the end
morning from a party and finding
of fall quaryour roommate still up studying for
ter of yet ana big test doesn't count.
other school
3. Do you both have the same interyear. Hopeests in school?
fully things
If both your interests revolve
have been going good for you this around the opposite sex you can
quarter, good.grades, lots of new mark this one a yes.
friends, learned lots of neat stuff 4. Do you fight over which televiand hopefully you and your room- sion program to watch?
mate are still on speaking terms.
This one's a lot like the music
That perfect roommate is hard thing. Contrary to popular belief,
to find. There has to be a better way "The Cosby Show" isn't everyones
than the hit and miss system most favorite. But a little fighting is good
people use. It is for that exact rea- for any relationship, if fighting over
son that the roommate compatabil- the telivision is the only thing you
ity test was developed. A simple fight about, that's good.
test to help you find the perfect 5. Do you both start clases at the
roommate.
same time in the morning?
So if you're one of the thou- 6. Are you both the same size?
sands who have decided to change
This can be very important,
roommates or resident halls, then especially if you don't have a great
you owe it to yourself to take this wardrode and your roommate does.
test and see if you to can find the 7. Do you speak the same language?
perfect roommate. If by chance
While this may not seem like a
you 're happy with your roommate big deal, it is. How can you tell your
.already, take the test anyway roommate to put the pickled herring
you may find out something you away if he can't understand you?
didn't know about your roommate. 8. Is your roommate rich?
This is not a scientific test so
This should be self explanatory.
don't worry, you don't have to be
Now add up your score. Give
a genius to take it: If f~r som~· yourself 5 points Jor every yes anreason your roommate . fails the swer and 0 points for every no. If
test and you stil~ want tQ room.with you scored 0-15 it would be a good
th~m that's okay, too. This is just a
guide and should for no reason be
taken seriosly.
So sit down with your favorite
roommate and take the test -you
will both feel better for doing so.
I. Do you and your roommate share
the·same taste in music?
While many of the younger
generaton consider the "Beastie
Boys" at 20 decibels music, you
may not. If you are the type of per-

The Observer

It's Christmastime again!
idea to find yourself a new roommate before you kill each other. 1525 you have a average roommatetype relationship, you get along
about half of the time. 25-40 you
get along too well, everyone should
fight now and again, sit down with
your roommate and tell him he
smells bad or something.

The Davidson Building and other city attractions lit_up
with Christmas joy during "Moments to Remember."
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WHAT'S YOUR NUMBER
In the ?O's, it was "What's
your sign?" Now it's "What's
you~ number?"
For people with a family history
of heart disease, knowing their
cholesterol number (milligrams
per 100 miHiliters of blood)
becomes very important. Lipid
profile tests administered by
your doctor can tell you if you
should be making lifestyle
changes to lower your
cholesterol number. For
children and adults under 25
years old, a blood cholesterol
below 180 is desirable; for
those 25-44, below 200 is
good. At ages over 45, you
should aim for levels below
220. Ideally, though,
everybody should be below 180
regardless of age. If you find
your cholesterol number is
above recommended levels, a
low-fat, low-cholesterol, highfiber diet and regular exercise
are the best lines of defense.
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Closing date is December 16, 1988, at 5 p.m.
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Student visits Japan
By Erik Solberg
Staff Writer

Many students dream of an
opportunity to live and studyin a
foreign land for a year. Many students dream of this opportunity but
few get the chance to actually do it.
Melinda McCourt, a senior at
Central majoring in international
business had that opportunity,
spending a year at Central' s sister
school, Shimane University in
Matsue, Japan.
Even with two and a half years
of studying at the Japanese language
here at Central, Mccourt still had a
hard time with the language.
"I had to carry my dictionary
around with me for the first six
months I was there," Mccourt said.
"The best way to learn Japanese is
to get out and speak it."
Being an international business
major the trip also helped McCourt
learn firsthand how businesses were
run differently in Japan.
"They (the Japanese) think incredibly different," she said.
Student life in Japan was different, too. Most college courses. there
meet once a week for 90 minutes
and most homework is done in class.
"Everybody studies, but not like
we do here," McCourt said.
At Japanese universities the
emphasis isn't on academics, as most
would belive, but instead on student
clubs.
"Clubs are taken very seriously.
That's the student's peer group.

Businesses interview on campus

Central' s Career Planning & Place- ATES: Now is the time to get your Majors), Safeco (Actuarial PosiStudents don't talk with people in ment Center, located in Barge 105, placement file started. Stop by tions), EDS (Systems Engineering
their classes, their friends are the invites students to visit the office to CP&PC to pick up your materials Development Program).
ones from the clubs." Mccourt said, register for service, maintain cur- and familiarize yourself with the
INTERVIEWS COMING UP
"(however) The college you go to is rent placement files, keep posted on services we offer.
WINTER QUARTER-Summer
very important there as far as getting campus interviews and current jobs
and discuss career concerns regard- INTERVIEWS COMING UP Jobs: Christian Camping Internaa job with a good company."
WINTER QUARTER - Busi- tional, Easter Seal-East & West,
During her stay, Mccourt lived ing career goals.
ness-Technical: Howard Johnson and Hidden Valley Camp.
with a Japanese family and found
DECEMBER
GRADUATES:
(Actuarial Positions), Northwestern
out just how friendly the Japanese
Please
stop
by
the
CP&PC
before
Mutual
Life (Sales & Consulting), INTERVIEWS COMING UP
people really are.
you
leave
campus.
Services
availTarget
Stores
(Management Train- WINTER QUARTER - School
"They feel a strong sense of
able
include
job
listings
and
help
ees),Bi-Mart~orporation(ManageDistricts: Public School Personnel
indebtedness. If you do something
with
job
search
campaign.
ment
Trainees),
U.S.
FDIC
(Bank
Coop and Northshore School Disfor someone they will want do do
Examiner
Trainees),
U.S.
CIA
trict.
something for you," she said.
When asked what she misses WINTER & SPRING GRADU- (Professional Opportunities - All
most about Japan she said, "the L . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
excitement of daily life there."
McCourt looks forward to a return trip to Japan in a year or two for
work as a graduate student.

HAIRCUTS
$2 OFF FOR CWU
STUDENTS
EVERYDAY I•

alls to open

consultation, cut,styling

an.2
The residence halls will be
open for winter quarter
1989 on Monday, Jan. 2, at
1 p.m. Residence hall oc•
cupants should plan not to
arrive until that time.
The housing office will be
open on that date from 1-5
p.m.

JOSEPH AND ROBYN KINGSTON

925-EDGE
Your parents know you're serious about having
fun.
Now show them how serious you are about
making the most of your studies. Ask them for
the IBM Personal System/2.
The IBM PS/2 is the perfect companion for
everything from late-night studying to lastmin~te revisions. It helps to organize your
notes, write and revise papers, produce high
quality graphics to make all -your work look
sharper, and more. And you'll even save
money with a great students discount.
The IBM PS/2 could be your answer to
getting more out of college. And still leave you
time .to have fun.
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IBM Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of IBM Corp
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Loss at Whitman first since '64
By ROY ELIA
Staff Writer

Alaska Southeast and Lewis
Clark State provide NAIA District I
opposition for CWU's men's varsity basketball team tomorrow and
Saturday.
The Humpback Whales invade
Nicholson Pavilion tomorrow night
for a 7 :30 contest. The Wildcats
travel to Lewiston the following
evening to battle the Warriors.
Central has lost just two of its
last 55 games at home, with one of
those defeats coming in last se~son' s
home-opener against Alaska Southeast, 96-94.
CWU, however, knocked off the
Whales at Juneau in the_ regular
season's final weekend, 92-79,
eliminating Alaska Southeast from
the 1987-88 district play-off race.
Central won three head-to-head
meetings with LC State last year,
including two regular season matchups. The Wildcats rolled 103-68 in
Ellensburg and 77-68 'in Lewiston.
CWU stopped LCS 103-:78 in the
first round of the District I playoffs.

CWU82PLU64
The Wildcats raced to an 11-0
first-halflead and coasted Tuesday
at Pacific Lutheran in Tacoma.
Defense was a major factor in
the blowout according to CWU
assistant coach Jack Miller, who
,assumed the Wildcat reins four
games earlier in place of head coach
Dean Nicholson. Nicholson had
minor surgery two weeks ago.
"Basically, our man (-to-man)

against PLU," Miller said. "We
didn't allow their three-point shooters to get started. They have two
great three-point shooters."
When the Lutes attempted to
pound the ball inside, "Van (Central center Beard) blocked a couple
of shots early ... which kind of intimidated their centers," Miller
noted.
Forward Carl Aaron paced
Central with 24 points, while guard
Jim Toole added 10.

CWU 68 St. Martins 65
Two free throws from Aaron
and Toole in the final 1: 10 helped
preserve the Wildcat's thitd straight
victory in the District I opener for
both teams
The Saints, though, rallied from
an early 12-4 deficit to assume a
32-29 lead at the intermission.
"I was just pleased at halftime,"
Nicholson, back on the bench after
a five-game absence, said sarcastically. "Our concentration wasn't
real good, and to be frank about it ...
I thought we were being outhustled.
I thought they (St. Martin's) were
jumping quicker and better on the
boards and they were running the
floor better than we were."
Reserve guard Alphonso Goldwire, who scored -10 points, all in
the second half, said after the game,
"If the team (Central) can make me
feel like I'm important, I can help
the team out in a lot of ways."
Two such ways came in the
contest's last three-and-a-half minutes. Goldwire's three-point field
goal with 3:22 remaining gave

"I wasn't really looking for the
shot," Goldwire explained. "We
were rotating the ball ... swinging it,
trying to get a good shot. I was open,
so I took it."
With Central clinging to a 66-65
advantage, Goldwire recorded a key
steal with 28 seconds left, setting the
stage for Toole's game-icing charity tosses.
"He (St. Martin's guard Chris
Meeks) showed it (the ball) to me
and I just took it," Goldwire recalled.
The Wildcat defense limited St.
Martin's to just eight free throws in
the last 10:43.
Aaron scored 17 points for Central. Dave Biwerchipped in 13 on 5
of 6 shooting from the field and a
game-high 13 rebounds.

Whitman 89, CWU 72
The Missionaries never trailed
in picking up their first district win
of the season, and snapping Central' s
three-game winning streak Monday.
The loss was the Wildcat's first
at Whitman since the 1963-64 season, and only the second in 20
meetings overall under Nicholson.
"They played great," the Central
mentor said of the Missionaries.
"They played like the (Los Angeles) Lakers ... We made them look
like the Lakers."
"The only nice thing I can say
about our team is disappointing,"
Nicholson grumbled.
Central suffered through a 37
percent shooting effort from the field,
but its play on defen~e seemed more
distressing, Nicholson noted.

Robert Sorbo/The Observer

Central's Carl Aaron and Reggie Parker of St. Martins fight for the
rebound. In a close game, Central beat St. Martins 68-65.
without a steal and much else,"
Nicholson said. "Wf;' v :! got to go
back to square one. Our defense
was atrocious."
Aaron led Central with 16 points

off the bench. Goldwire contributed 12 in a starting role.
The game was not a district
counter for CWU, thus the Wildcats remain 1-0 in district play.

Finally, Hedj has heavys, grapplers split two duels
By GEORGE EDGAR

DuaneHigley,JeffHashandTodd
Staff Writer
Griffith - "watched one of our
Wrestling coach Hedj Nelson matchesandgotinspired." All have
got a pleasant surprise this week.
their physicals squared away and
Not one, not two, but three should be seeing action by Januheavyweight wrestlers turned out ary.
to practice with the team. Their
In the meantime, the Wildcat
appearance ended Nelson's search . wrestlers split two dual matches
for someone to fill the heavyweight · and placed three wrestlers in the
division.
Pacific Invitational last weekend.
According to Nelson, the trio-
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ANNOUNCING
OUR NEW OFFICE LOCATION

DR. DON A. CHILDRESS
KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC
502 N. Ruby
Ellensburg, WA 98926
( 509) 962--9796
r;,.. ....

Located: l block North of Safeway

CWU vs. Highline
highest placer by a CWU wresller.
On Wednesday, CWU routed Mason beat his three preliminary
Highline Community'~ollege 41-5. · opponents by decision on his way
taking advantage of three forfeits by to the final.
the Thunderbirds. With 18 points
Mason tied Calvin Matatino 2already iri their hands, Central took 2, but lost due to criteria scoring.
six of seven matches wrestled.
"Matatino got the takedown (two
Brian Curran ( 118 lbs.) won by points) and Mason got two escapes
technical decision over Jerry Dutton (one point each). So they· took the
to start things off. Decisions won by most takedowns and that was the
Chris Mason ( 126), Mike Chenoweth criteria," Nelson explain~~·
(134), Court Niemi (150) and Todd
Stevenson took third place at
Bjornathum(l58)ranthescoreupto 142 pounds with an 8-6 decision
23-0. Ed Lacross (HVY) wrestling over Mark Dixon of Clackamas,
up one weight class: pinned Mike. Ore., while Curran took fourth by
Weber in 3:29 to complete the rout. defeating Tim Mead of PLU 14-10.
The past weekend was hard on
Upon closer examination, the
Central, wrestling on two consecu- lightweights have won more
tive nights. On Friday, CWU fell 29- matches than their heavier counter10 to Simon Fraser in Burnaby, B.C., parts.
then participated in the Pacific University tournament all day Sat~rday
in Forest Grove, Ore., with respectable results.

Nelson said, "We're always
tough in the lower weights, but our
heavy guys are coming along.
They' re getting into better shape."
Like other coaches, Nelson will
be trying to keep his team in shape
over the Christmas break. Their first
match after vacation will be Jan. 4
against Big Bend Community College, so Nelson will try to bring
team memb~rs back as quickly as
possible.
"Next weekend's our l~t match,
so I'm going to try to bring them
backearly,"Nelsonsaid, "probably
after Christmas. I'd like the kids to
start working out again."
Central participates this weekend at the Viking Open at BBCC in
Moses Lake.

Lady hoopsters
two of three

CWUvs. SFU
Against SFU, Curran and Sandy
Stevenson (142) won the only
matches for Central. Curran pinned
. his l 18poundopponent, ToddSmith,
while Stevenson shut out Cam
Johnston 11-0.
CWU at Pacific tourney
At the Pacific tournament,126

By ROY ELIA
Staff Writer

A District I encounter at Seattle
Pacific tomorrow night and a homeand-home series Saturday and
Sunday against Eastern Oregon are
tasks facing CWU's women's varsity basketball squad.
The Wildcats enter this
weekend's games 1-0 in the. dis-

~------------------------~ poo~~~~~oo~~re~~~ tr~3~~&ill

•

Will

Led by forward Linda Johnson,
last season's District I Player of the
Year, SPU's Falcons are 5-1 in both
district and overall play.
Central stages its lone Nicholson
Pavilion appearance before the New
Year Saturday at 5 p.m. versus
EOSC, then travels to LaGrande for
another non-district tussle with the
Mounties.
See Women page 14
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Central swimming men take first in Luteville
By KEVIN DEKOSTER
Contributing Writer

Central's swimming teams attended the sixth annual Pacific
Lutheran Invitational last weekend
in what amounted to a preview of
the District I and II championships.
Other than Puget Sound, most
of the top district teams participated
in the meet as well as Pac-10 representative Oregon State.
Central' s men won the meet for
the fifth time with a score of 616,
103pointsaheadofrunner-upPLU.
CWU' s women, three-time winners,
scored 356 points, 189 behind OSU
and only 10 ahead of host PLU.
The men won the 200-, 400- and
800-yard freestyle relays while
receiving a first in ·the 400-yard
medley relay and a second in the
200-yard medley relay. Since the
200-yard relays are new events for
the men this year, the times set new
team records.
The women were third in all of
their relays.
According to Coach Lori Clark,

the squad of 48, of which 70 percent
are undermen, swam well.
"There were some real good
swims. Some of the newer kids are
on the verge of doing things for us
at nationals," Clark said.
Four freshmen were cited by the
coaching staff as having outstanding meets.
The men were led by Scott Ericson who had firsts in the 100-yard
backstroke (57.33) and the 200-yard
backstroke· (2:04. 78, missing a national qualifying time by three-hundredths of a second) while claiming
second in the 500-yard freestyle
(4:57.09). Joining Ericson was Raif
Moon with a first in the 200-yard
individual medley (1:59.89) and
second places in the posted a second in the 500 freestyle (5:21.01)
and a sixth in the 200 freestyle
(2:04.67). Youngquist had thirds in
the500freestyle(5:23.94)and 1650
freestyle (18:31.72) as well as a
fourth in the200freestyle (2:01.12).
Each of Walsh's and Youngquist' s
swims were good enough for na-

enough for national qualifying
times.
Clark noted that the distance
swimmers posted some excellent

times as did student/coach Tom
Drury, himself a 1650-yard freestyle national champion.
"The mile ( 1650) at night made

the weekend. Alison, Tyann and
(Julie) Zetner all swam exceptionally well," said Drury.

\VoIDen~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~~~~~~~~~~

continued from page 13
Idaho 75 CWU 45
The Vandals used a 20-0 firsthalf run to break a 12-12 tie in
handing Central its third defeat of
the campaign.
Idaho employed a pressing defense which forced 32 Central turnovers.
Center Sonia Swat) was the only
Wildcat to score in double figures
with 10.

CWU 72 Gonzaga 69
Reserve guard Tabatha Shields
scored six of her seven points in a
16-4 second-half scoring blitz as
Central upset the Bulldogs, marking the first time in school history
CWU's women have beaten an
NCAA Division I opponent.
Swan scored 23 points in the
ambush, while teammates Lynda
Laughery and Rachelle Arthur
contributed 12 and 11, respectively.

Get

CWU 82 Northwest 41
Guard Ellen Kernan converted
five of seven three-point field goal
opportunities and finished with 17
points as the Wildcats clipped the
Eagles.
Rachelle Arthur contributed a
career-high 16 points, making all
eight of her field goal attempts.
Swan threw down 11 and Nikki
Pusey chipped in with 10.

BACK

Into The

Swing Of Thi.ngs!

Chiropractic
Center
962-2570

QUALITY IS THE
DIFFERENCE

DR. Maynard Linder
DR. Myron Linder
DR. Sandy Linder

Term papers, resumes, letters, theses,
placement files, tape transcription,
photocopies

1101 N. Alder, Ellensburg Located Close to Campus

VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SERVICE
222 E. 4th. Suite D
(corner of 4th and Ruby)

925-9225

Jerrol's
I:II :t(t;i
l'I
I I]

DISCOUNT SKI SHOP

411 N. Pine

RESUME COUNSELING -- REASONABLE RA TES -- FREE
ESTIMATES

I]~ ~ "I~ I: ~; I:
1'. :

Textbook Buyback

Fabulous Discount Ski Sale
4 days only (Thur-Fri-Sat-Sun) open Thurs. to 7:30 p.m.
.
SKJS
MENS PARKAS
SKI GLOVES
K2 Pro Sport $1 37 .50
(REG. $275-EVERYDAY $165)

K~ TRC (Slalom)
(REG. $375-EVERYDAY $281.25)

$243. 7 5

Short Lines
We buy back books seven
days a ·week.

EXTRA EXTRA

15 % 15%

PRE l 200 All Around
(REG. $315-EVERYDAY $236.25)

OFF OFF
SALE SALE
PRICE PRICE

$204.75

50-60% off
4
BLIZZARD (88 Models) 0% off EVERYDAY 20-40% OFF
ELAN SKIS

SKI BOOTS

Top Dollar &

925-9134

EVERYDAY PRICES
BINDINGS
ROFFE SKIWEAR
TYROLIA 420 $48 95
30-60% OFF

RAICHLE #250 $129 (REG. $100.
(REG. $215EVERYDAY $59.95)
EVERYDAY $161.25) TYROLIA 490
(REG. $180HANSON LADIES
EVERYDAY $126)
(REG. $225)
$50 GEZE 952 TC $95 00
(REG. $175.
EVERYDAY $165)
USED BOOTS FROM

$2.00

EVERYDAY 20% OFF

GEZE STD
(REG. $60)

$10 00

UNDERWEAR
SKI BIBS

20 _50 % OFF
36% OFF

REFLEX POLES

30% OFF

SMITH GOGGLES 20% OFF
CAR RACKS

25% OFF

.

SUNGLASSES

20% OFF

HATS & SKI SOCKS 15% OFF

·

SKI BAGS

OPEN 7 days a week
one block west
of campus on 8th Ave.

20% OFF

DELUXE CROSS COUNTRYPKG!

$l l 4

JARVINAN MASTER SKIS BINDINGS
RANGER BOOTS
SJ9 COAT
FIBERGLASS POLES
(REG. $223.90-EVERYDAY $129.95)

•

95
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Sports Column

·.

·You~d ' better

Dear Santa,
In that song my roommates
blare on. the stereo every morning ·
when I'm deep in dreamland with
visions of sugarplums dancing in
my brain, there is a line saying
you're bringing "lots of toys and.
goodies" on your sleigh. Well, I
have no use for anything made by
Mattel and any sweets will probably do the damage to my teeth that
chewing tobacco hasn't been able

not cry, you'd better not pout .· ·.

.
.
. his drunken Friday and ~aturgay
I do, hOwever, have ten (in the · nights in order to threaten me with
spirit of Letterman's top ten list) a pool . cue because I wrote bad
yuletide wishes, some less tangible·.. things about the_Seahawks the prethan others, which I hope you can vioils week.
help me with. Being Father Christ- 2) I want that Seattle footballteam
masandall,Iwouldthinkyoucould to learn how to tackle. You would
find a way if anyone could. Any- think that between all of those deway, here's my list.
fensiveplayers, theleadingtacklers
on the squad would not be Steve
1) I want my friend Steve to quit Largent and Norm Johnson.
awakening me from my slumber on 3) I want to see shower hockey beto.

~®@~

&!

£®~ [f@~

RAINIER DRY

~~-

rffi®'W IAW!A\a~/AOO~~
Yf®M(Fl ~LA\W©)(Fl~lf~ (Fll§if~~~ · ®Mif~l§if

come an Qly~pic event. Wliat an
· opportunity to develop a verypopular and,competitive,·sport! It would.
be great to watch on television a~d
participantswouldbetrainihghard:
4) I want to see no more dumb
athletic weddings. First, Mike Tyson marries the she-devil, Robin
Givens and then, Janet Jones takes
Wayne "God" Gretsky away from
Edmonton. I can take no more.
5) I want to see a new boxing
division where Tyson fights only
worthyopponents ..Forexample,for
now on, he fights only heavy machinery and Xavier McDaniel.
6) I want more huntin' and fishin'
shows. Not only because I really
dig "Babe Winkelman' s Outdoor
Secrets" on The Nashville Network,
but also because it distracts my Hulk
Hogan-wanna-be roommates from
wrestling for a few hours. Which
brings me to.~.
7) I want to see new government
findings proving that roommate
. wrestling causes massive spreading face warts. This is because at the
present time, I am sporting two
painful rugburns, a lump on my

This holiday·season,

Wrap·up the semester
befo~e it begins._

skull, a sore jaw and one pair ofbr~- .
ken giasses.
,
·
··
8) I want a hunting ·dogjti.st like ·_.
dear old Kristen. No; Kristen is not
a dog, she's this. blonde friend of
mine who would make a great"
huntingdog. Thisisnolie-whenmy
roommates went to her hometown
(Royal City, Wa. pop. 4), to shoot
some poor defenseless critters out
of the air, she got out of the truck
and pointed at a bird just like man's·.
best friend would. According to
roomie Chris (who also fancies
himself to be Hulk Hogan), "She's
great at flushing out the birds."
. 9) I want softballs to be made as big
as watermelons. This way, it would
be nearly impossible for yours truly
to strike out.
10) I want the Olympic Games to
be held in peace-the way they were
meant to. No more boycotts, no
more drug disqualifications and no
more holding them in cities where
it'"s easier to get shot than it is.to buy
a cup of coffee.
Thank you, Santa.. These few
gifts to me and to the rest of the
wodd sho~ld make 1989 much le~s
of an athletic nightmare than was
1988.
Happy Holidays,
Mike Bush

Classifieds
Get your PADI full open water cer-

tification within ~ ten day period, ,
$160. Sign up at .Moser's Menswear
and Scuba Supplies. Your home for
Levi's. 118 E. 4th, 925-1272.

Call the OFFICE ASSISTANT
word processing service for quotes
on reports, manuscripts, theses,
resumes, mail-merge. 925-6872.

Word Processing, typing. Experienced, reasonable, fast, accurate, all
fonns. Spelling and grammar
corrected, Resume specialist, Term
papers, and Theses. BOOKMARK
SERVICES, 415 N. Pine St. 9626()09 or 968-3228.
Did you know..•that Central's

II .

Health and Counseling Center offers
a support group for gay/lesbian
students? For further information
contact Dr. Don Wise. 963-1391.

Aviation Fraternity. Interested in
aviation? Join ALPHA ETA RHO.
Contact Stacy Smith for info. 9631029.

Your mom and dad already think you have brilliant "potential". And
of course, you'd hardly disagree.
But you may still want to tell them about the one college learning tool
t~at can bring out even more of your very best: the.Apple Macintosh
computer.
You have several to choose from - Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE, and
Ma~intosh II. All let you work faster, smarter, and more creatively.
So whether next semester will have you writing sonnets or composing
business plans, wrap it up on a M~cintosh. Then let the bragging begin.

THE UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

Thinking of taking some time off
school? We need MOTHER'S
HELPERS. Household duties and
childcare. Live in exciting NEW.
YORK CITY suburbs. Room,
board, and salary included. 203622-4959 or 914-273-1626.
Roommate needed. Non-smoker,
female, 2 bedroom apartment with
appliances. $125/month. Must like
cats. 962-8437 or 963-1026.
Cross Country Skier to operate
rental ski shop at Mountainholm Ski
Area,
Easton. Weekends and holidays.
656-2346.
Rossignol skis FP 207 cm,
Solomon 727 bindings, good conditition $95. Head skis LR 180 cm
Solomon 727 bindings $80. Caber
boots, ladies size 5
$35. Evenings 674-4527 Days 9631266.

I

It's never been difficult for students to
convince their parents of the need for a
Macintosh® computer at school.
Persuading them to -write the check,
however, is another thing altogether.
Which is why Apple created the Student
Loan-to-Own Program. An ingenious
loan program that makes buying a
Macintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application
at the location listed below1 or
call 800-831-LOAN. All your
parents need to do is
fill it out, sign it, and

send it. If they qualify, they'll receive a
check for you in just a fewweeks.
There's no collateral. No need to
prove financial hardship. No application fee.
Best of all, the loan payments can be
spread over as many as 10 years.

Which gives you and your parents
plenty of time to decide just who pays
for it all.
,_

.®

Introducing_Apple's
Student Loan-to-DWn Program

University Store

©1988 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

